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1. Gather the answers to the questions from the consultation. 
These are my relevant questions and answers from my Journey of a Cake Order example...

How many portions would you like and do you have any size requirements (eg. height etc.)
 - Gaining height with dummy cakes or pillars.
 - Cake height + table height (usually 70cm) is to be less than Bride’s height.
 - 120 people.
  - Cake to keep.

How many tiers would you like?
 - Not specied.

What theme or concept would you like?
 - Italian / Historical ( could be architectural ).

What colours would you like to be used on the cake?
 - Light colours to match wedding mood.

WWhat avours would you like (allergy issues)?
 - Chocolate / Red velvet / Rich fruit cake.

Do you have a budget?
 - No budget / subject to change.

Do you have any prefernce for ower types?
 - Not specied but purple. 

Would you like the cake to be delivered or would you like to pick it up?
  - Not specied.

2. Do a quick sketch on an A4 page. Do a few if necessary.

3. Create a life-size drawing for the next appointment
 1. Choose the right sized paper.
 2. Obtain the right stationary.
 3. Mark the highest and lowest point on the paper.
 4. Do a rough sketch with pencil without worrying about overlapping lines
  5. Consider the prerequisites discussed with the client
 6. Choose the view (isometric, side view or top view).
 7. Start with the board and the cakes.
 8. Add decorations with your own sense of arrangement.
 9. Add special wow effects.
 10. Make changes
 11. Go over the sketch with permanent lines while avoiding overlapping.
  12. Erase pencil lines where possible.
 13. Add construction elements using a different colour or with another over laying semi-transparent sheet.
 14. Add colour if needed.


